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Abstrat

Reliability of systems used in spae, avioni and biomedial appliations is highly ritial. Suh

systems onsist of an analog front-end to ollet data, an ADC to onvert the olleted data to

digital form and a digital unit to proess it. The reliability of these systems is a�eted by the ability

of its onstituent bloks to tolerate faults. Therefore, it is neessary to inrease the reliability of

ADCs to ensure a highly reliable ritial system. This paper illustrates the steps involved in the

reliability enhanement of ADCs by �rst proposing a methodology for fault sensitivity analysis and

then illustrating redesign tehniques to improve the reliability of the highly sensitive(to faults) bloks.

1: Introdution

Critial systems used in spae, avionis and biomedial appliations have to be highly reliable

sine the e�et of a fault in these systems an be atastrophi. The reliability of these systems

an be inreased by redesigning them for improved fault tolerane. The system under redesign

should undergo a fault sensitivity analysis before and after the redesign to gauge the bene�ts of

the redesign. Fault sensitivity analysis involves injetion of faults either in the atual hardware or

through software simulation. The latter method is preferable sine the former requires a prototype

whih is expensive. The latter also enables an early analysis in the design phase thus eliminating

ostly redesign e�orts.

The reliability of a system is determined by the fault tolerane of its onstituent bloks. Most of

the systems in spae, biomedial and avionis appliations onsist of an analog front-end to ollet

data for ontrol and observation purposes and a digital unit whih proesses the olleted data.

Digital iruits have been studied extensively for their sensitivity to transient faults [1, 2℄ and many

tehniques have been suggested to improve their fault tolerane [2℄. In ontrast, very little has been

done to address the issue of fault tolerane in analog iruits and ADCs whih are integral parts

of most mixed-signal iruits. Hene, it is neessary to explore tehniques to inrease the fault

tolerane of ADCs.

The proess of inreasing the tolerane of a iruit to transient faults an be divided into two steps:

(1) Grading bloks of the iruit based on their sensitivities to transients and identifying ritial

bloks. (2) Inreasing the fault tolerane of the identi�ed ritial bloks. This work addresses both

of these steps by �rst proposing a methodology to analyze the sensitivity of an ADC and then by

suggesting tehniques to inrease the reliability of the ADC. The fault injetion experiments, for

gauging the sensitivity of the designs addressed in this work, were performed for �-partile indued

transients. This is beause 85% [3℄ or more of omputer system failures are known to be aused

by transient faults and among the energeti nulear partiles that an ause a transient fault, �-

partiles have been identi�ed to be the most damaging [4℄. However, the tehniques developed for

these faults an be extended to transient faults aused by other soures. Though �-partiles are

mainly found in spae, trae amounts of �-partiles are also found in ICs on the ground due to deay
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of radioative elements present in the pakaging material or solder [4℄. Extraterrestrial osmi rays

whih bombard earth ontinously are another soure of �-partile radiation. Thus the appliability

of this work is not restrited to systems in outer spae but also to ground-based ritial systems.

This paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 provides a funtional desription of the ADCs

addressed in this work. Setion 3 desribes the sensitivity analysis methodology used. In Setion

4, the proess of inreasing reliability by opting for robust implementations and by introduing

redundany is disussed. Finally, Setion 5 summarizes the �ndings of this work.

2: Analog-to-Digital Converters

Analog-to-Digital Converters are integral parts of data aquisition systems and at as an interfae

between analog bloks that aquire the data and digital bloks that proess the data. ADCs an

be broadly lassi�ed into high-speed and high-auray arhitetures. High-speed arhitetures in-

lude ash, folding and interpolating, pipelined, multi-step and interleaved ADCs [5℄. High-auray

arhitetures inlude suessive approximation, delta-sigma and integrating ADCs [5℄. These two

ategories tradeo� speed vs auray. Based on the demands of the appliation, one of these ADCs

an be hosen after arefully weighing the tradeo�s. The following setions briey desribe the

working of the ADCs whih have been addressed in this work.

2.1: Flash ADC
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Figure 1. (a) Flash ADC (b) 4-bit Folding & Interpolating ADC .

This arhiteture is oneptually the simplest and potentially the fastest. It employs parallelism

and distributed sampling to ahieve high onversion speeds. Figure 1(a) shows a blok diagram

of an m-bit ash ADC. The iruit onsists of 2

m

omparators, a resistor ladder omprising 2

m

equal segments and a deoder. The ladder subdivides the main referene into 2

m

equally spaed

voltages, and the omparators ompare the input signal with these voltages. For example, if the

analog input is between V

j

and V

j+1

, omparators A

1

through A

j

produe 1s at their outputs while

the rest generate 0s. Consequently, the omparator outputs onstitute a thermometer ode whih

is onverted to a m-bit binary output by the deoder.

2.2: Folding and Interpolating ADC

The problem of enormous input apaitane posed by the omparators at the input of ash ADCs

led to the advent of folding and interpolating (FI) ADCs [5℄. FI ADCs have folding ampli�ers (FA1

and FA2 in Figure 1(b)) that fold the information represented by the referene voltages whih

haraterize the quantization levels. Figure 1(b) shows the blok diagram of a 4-bit folding and

interpolating ADC. The sample and hold ampli�er (SHA) samples the input and the sampled input
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is fed to two folding ampli�ers (FA1 and FA2) whih ompares the input with the folded referenes

and a omparator (CM) whih generates the most signi�ant bit. The interpolating blok (INT)

interpolates between the folding ampli�er outputs. The INT blok output is fed to the enoder

(ENC) whih generates the three least signi�ant bits of the �nal digital output.

2.3: �-� ADC
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Figure 2. (a) �-� converter (b) First-order �-� Modulator.

Figure 2(a) shows the blok diagram of a �-� ADC. The �-� modulator is an analog omponent

and the deimation �lter is a digital omponent. The most ommon implementation of the �-�

modulator (shown in Figure 2(b)) provides an oversampled serial output whih is a digital repre-

sentation of the input signal. This serial output thus obtained has high frequeny noise in addition

to the signal information. The digital deimation �lter stage, following the modulator, �lters out

this noise and provides a high resolution output.

3: Fault Sensitivity Analysis

The design ow of ADCs an be broadly lassi�ed into three steps: (1) Choosing the arhiteture

based on the requirements and spei�ations of the appliation. (2) Shemati entry of the seleted

arhiteture and funtional veri�ation. (3) Final layout design of the iruit and a re-veri�ation

with parasitis. Sine fault onditions have to be varied spatially, the physial design step (3) is an

ideal point to address fault sensitivities. However, the omplexity of the layout level database and

the design e�ort needed to reate the layout emphasize the need to move the analysis to an earlier

stage. As we go up in the design yle we should expet to pay a penalty in terms of the auray

of the results, but time onsuming design iterations an be avoided.

Traditionally, fault onditions in the sensitivity studies have been varied along three dimensions:

spae, time and injetion level. It is important to also onsider varying the inputs to the iruit,

sine this an have a bearing on seleting ritial bloks for redesign. This is due to the fat that a

blok identi�ed as a ritial blok for one input may not be as sensitive for another input. Hene,

ritial bloks should be identi�ed based on the distribution of the input values. The iruit should

be optimized for input values whih are the most probable. The parameters that were varied for

the fault injetion experiments in this work inlude the fault injetion time, the injetion level, the

node at whih the �-partile strikes and the input voltage.

Our reent work [6℄ shows that the fault sensitivity analysis for an �-partile indued transient

an be performed at an early stage in the design yle of analog and mixed-signal iruits. This

method provides an aurate analysis at an early stage in the design yle. The double exponential

�-partile transient model proposed in [7℄ has been used for our fault simulations. The injetion

urrent, I

inj

, due to an �-partile strike is given by

I

inj

(t) = I

0

(e

�t=�

1

� e

�t=�

2

) (1)

where I

0

is the maximum urrent, �

1

is the olletion time onstant for a juntion and �

2

is the ion

trak establishment time onstant. The time onstants depend on several proess related fators,
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and in this work, the time onstants given in [8℄ are used: �

1

= 1:64�10

�10

se and �

2

= 0:5�10

�10

se. An �-partile strike may result in an erroneous output. We de�ne the relative error, denoted

by E

rel

, as

E

rel

= 4V=V

exp

; 4V = jV

err

� V

exp

j (2)

where V

exp

is the expeted orret output and V

err

is the erroneous output. The Maximum Relative

Error (MRE) an also be used to get an idea about the worst ase relative error. Sine E

rel

varies

from one iruit node (hit by an �-partile) to the other, we de�ne the Average Relative Error

(ARE), as

ARE =

m

X

i=1

w

i

E

rel;i

; w

i

=

A

s;i

P

n

i=1

A

s;i

(3)

where A

s;i

is the area of the fault-sensitive portion [6℄ of node i, w

i

is the weight assoiated with

node i [6℄ and m, n are the number of nodes in the blok and the ADC, respetively. The sizes of

the transistors in the shematis an serve as a good estimate for A

s;i

. E

rel;i

is the relative error

averaged over all injetions (at di�erent time instanes and di�erent levels of injetion) at node

i where the relative error due to eah injetion is alulated using (2). The metri says that an

�-partile strike on a partiular (ADC/blok) will lead to an average relative error of ARE units.

Therefore, the steps involved in the fault sensitivity analysis of an ADC are:

1. Calulate weights of the nodes (w

i

).

2. Perform transient fault simulations on all nodes.

3. Use equation (3) to alulate the sensitivity i.e., the ARE, of the onstituent bloks.

Note that for a omprehensive evaluation of fault suseptibility it is neessary to perform a full

transient simulation of the system in the presene of transient faults.

4: Reliability Enhanement Tehniques

A sensitivity analysis identi�es ritial bloks that the designer an onentrate on to improve

the reliability of the system. Reliability of a blok an be improved in one of two ways: (1)

Evaluating the sensitivities of alternative implementations of a blok and seleting the most robust

implementation. (2) Inorporating fault tolerane into the existing implementation. It is essential

to gauge the improvement that eah of these tehniques o�ers as this would help the designer to

deide on an e�etive fault tolerane design strategy.

4.1: Alternative Robust Implementations

Most of the ADC building bloks like the sample and hold ampli�er and omparators have sev-

eral possible implementations whih trade-o� area, speed and suseptibility to noise and parametri

variations. These implementations inherently have di�erent sensitivities to �-partile transients.

When making a hoie for an implementation for the ADC in question, the sensitivity of the fea-

sible implementations should be ompared and an appropriate implementation must be hosen. A

sensitivity analysis of the 4-bit FI ADC identi�ed the sample and hold ampli�er (SHA) as a ritial

blok. Table 1 shows the results of sensitivity analysis of three possible implementations of the SHA.

MCreary's[9℄ implementation shows a 19.8% redution in ARE over the onventional [5℄ implemen-

tation. In addition, it also shows a redution of 11% in the MRE. Though Lim's [10℄ implementation

shows a higher improvement in sensitivity it onsumes muh more area than MCreary's implemen-

tation and hene may not be an e�etive replaement for the onventional implementation. Table 2

shows the results of the sensitivity analysis on alternative omparator implementations. The initial

version of the 4-bit ash ADC inorporated the omparator proposed by Tabatabaei [11℄. It was

found that the omparator proposed by Hester [13℄ and the di�erential [5℄ were the least sensitive

among the impelementations onsidered. Sensitivity gains of as muh as 89% were observed. The

di�erential impelementation also showed a redution of 50% in the MRE.
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Design Input (V) ARE MRE

1.2 1.5 1.8

Conventional[5℄ 0.320 0.121 0.058 0.212 1.8

MCreary[9℄ 0.337 0.097 0.060 0.170 1.6

Lim[10℄ 0.011 0.0017 0.0019 0.0048 1.6

Table 1. Sensitivities of SHAs with varying inputs for 4-bit FI ADC

Design Input (V) ARE MRE

1.25 1.85 2.35

Tabatabaei[11℄ 0.061 0.013 0.0053 0.0265 4

Yee[12℄ 0.065 0.0127 0.0045 0.027 4

Di�.[5℄ 0.0063 0.0014 0.00036 0.0029 2

Hester[13℄ 0.0066 0.0019 0.00065 0.0030 4

Table 2. Sensitivities of comparators with varying inputs f or 4-bit Flash ADC

4.2: Adding Redundany

Whereas the previous tehnique emphasizes fault resiliene, this tehnique attempts to mask the

e�et of a fault. One of the ways fault tolerane an be ahieved by adding redundany is to �rst

detet the fault and then reover from it. This involves dupliation of the blok and design of

an error detetion sheme whih an ativate the redundant blok when a fault is deteted. This

tehnique has been implemented for the �-� modulator in a �-� ADC. While the input is being

sampled onto the sampling apaitor, the rest of the nodes in the ADC are maintained at the value

evaluated in the previous yle. This harateristi an be used to detet an error and protet the

iruit from faults injeted during the sampling time. Sine reent �-� ADC implementations show
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Figure 3. (a) �-� modulator with redundancy (b) Sensitivity ( �10

�4)of �-� modulator

that almost 50% [11℄ of the yle time is spent in sampling, this sheme would address a sizeable

number of faults. Figure 3(a) shows the modi�ed �rst-order �-� modulator with the redundany

inorporated in it. The apaitor C1 stores a opy of the value in the integrator. When the input

is being sampled (T1 is high and T2 is low), the integrator output (marked by X in Figure 3(a))

should not hange. In the event that a fault auses it to hange, the error detetion blok ags an

error whih ativates the redundant blok (when T2 goes high). Figure 3(b) shows the result of the

sensitivity analysis run on the Non-Fault Tolerant (NFT) and the Fault Tolerant (FT) version of

the �-� Modulator. The results show a 65.8% redution in ARE and 25% redution in MRE with

approximately 75% area overhead. In our experiments, �-partiles were injeted in di�erent time

instanes during the yle and onsequently, the alulated ARE reets the fat that only during
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about 50% of the yle the added redundany is bene�ial.

4.3: Pattern Detetion

In some ADCs (Flash, FI) the signal lines at the boundary between the analog and the digital

bloks are limited to ertain patterns. If the expeted pattern is not deteted either a ag an be

asserted or if possible, orretion an be attempted. This tehnique has been used for improving

the reliability of a 4-bit ash ADC. The output of the omparators in the ash ADC exhibit a

thermometer ode pattern. Therefore a 0 deteted between a string of 1s or vie-versa, indiates an

error. This error an be orreted by seleting the majority value from within a neighbourhood of

x bits on either side of the bit to be orreted, where x � 1. For our implementation x was taken

as 1. Table 3(b) shows the results of the sensitivity analysis of the ash ADC. It was observed that

the analog portion of the ADC, whih is primarily omprised of omparators, was more sensitive

(Table 3(a)) than the digital part. An improvement of around 67.8% in sensitivity at the ost of

55% area overhead, was observed.

Blok NFT FT

ARE MRE ARE MRE

Analog 0.026 4 0.0057 1

Digital 0.00157 0.5 0.0036 4

Input(V) NFT FT % imp

(ARE) (ARE)

1.25 0.0637 0.0185 70.9

1.85 0.0146 0.0076 47.9

2.35 0.0059 0.0019 67.7

Avg. 0.028 0.009 67.8

(a) (b)

Table 3. (a) Flash ADC block sensitivity (b) Flash ADC (NFT Vs FT) sensitivity

4.4: Transistor Sizing

An �-partile injetion results in a urrent spike at the faulty node. This urrent translates

to a voltage utuation whose magnitude depends on the driving strength of the transistor, the

apaitane at the node and the injetion urrent [14℄. One of the primary fators inuening

the magnitude of utuation is the resistane posed by the transistors onneted to that node.

Therefore, one would expet an improvement in the reliability by sizing up the transistor and thus
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Figure 4. Sensitivity variation with sizing and injection l evels

reduing the resistane. However, sizing up also inreases the fault sensitive area. Therefore, sizing

up need not always lead to reliability gains. This tehnique was implemented in a 2-bit ounter used
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in the digital deimation �lter in the �-� onverter and the variation of the sensitivity with sizing

and bounded maximum injetion level was analyzed. Figure 4 shows that the sensitivity inreases

and then dereases with sizing for bounded levels of injetion. Therefore, it an be onluded that

beyond a ertain sizing fator, sizing always leads to improvement in sensitivity. For injetion levels

bounded by 1pC an improvement in sensitivity of 33% is observed by sizing the iruit by twie its

original size. Furthermore, the maximum sensitivity point for a higher injetion bound ours at a

higher sizing ratio.

5: Conlusions

A generi methodology for the reliability enhanement of ADCs is presented. Fault sensitivity

analysis followed by iruit redesign was identi�ed as the fault tolerane strategy to be applied. A

new metri, ARE, was proposed whih also inludes the magnitude of error as opposed to the earlier

measure namely, the POF. This methodology was used to �rst identify ritial bloks in the FI, Flash

and �-� ADC and then inrease their reliability by iruit redesign. By opting for more robust

implementations, adding redundany, pattern detetion and transistor sizing, sensitivity gains of as

muh as 89%, 65.8%, 67.8% and 33%, respetively, were observed.
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